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‘SHESH’“1212”,2019,TLV composed of an 7.14m x 1.20m of  partially built brick wall, a staircase covered with Terracotta 
tiles, copper pipes, two mixed media white paintings and an ‘observer staircase’.



‘SHESH’ Installation view wall back, the ‘p’ is a gesture for a friend



The video is seen only from the staircase’s top. 
https://vimeo.com/381448491 
 



‘SHESH’ installation view



‘SHESH’ installation view, White painting object, 1.90m x1.40m, mix media



Detail



‘SHESH’Front view, Terracotta tiles staircase, 



‘SHESH’ Detail, Copper pipe, Super7



‘SHESH’ Installation view, painting object, 2.4m x 2.4m, Copper, compound and light



‘SHESH’ Detail, painting object



Breathing wall, 6m x 8m consist of 12 “Intex” air mattresses suspended from the ceiling, industrial  blower, vacuum 
pipes and a hole in the wall. The mattresses fill-in and empty-out air, synchronizing the body with the object and self. 
The object is energetic combination of structure, scale, and emotion.



Video documentation of ‘Breathing wall’
https://vimeo.com/381658392

https://vimeo.com/381658392
https://vimeo.com/381658392


Inside exit hole Outside exit hole



And Your Hand Crafts Sky,Berlin,2015 
8m x6m windowsill, 10mX133mm Copper pipes, plaster, milk, curated by Lukas Topfer 



Window covered with plaster and milk



 Installation view



Loch, Fahrbereitschaft, Berlin,2015
I just wanted to see the forest behind my studio wall.





Back stage, wall behind the studio



Engine,Jerusalem, 2013, 50 square meter, Car burned Oil, found cutting Boards and Ratchet.





Quarter,Berlin, 2015
Installation of two videos over lapping and correlating , Tar surface, Plate, Floor tunel. 



The plate was left in the electric canal as a gift to a german friend -“Lack of self mastery is the root of all failures" 



Napoleon,Jerusalem,2013, The work is 50 square meter, 4.5m at the highest point, consists of 
wood construction, approximately 60 shutters and a green mattress. 



Side view



Round ,2017,Portugal, 2m diameter iron round, plaster and lack. 



Detail



2.4m x2.4m mix media, 2015



2.4m x2.4m mix media, 2015



Detail



1.4m x 1.6m, mix media, 2015



1.4m x 1.2m, mix media, 2015



3m x 2.4m mix media, 2014


